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INTRODUCING... The GuardYourEyes Shabbos Weekly!
Posted by Lizhensk - 24 Jan 2014 16:39
_____________________________________

If you would like to contribute, please do! PM me for my email. I will try to get as much as I can
in every week. I intend for this to be a group work, with works submitted by everybody. If you
have any ideas or anything that you think might add to this, please let me know.

(also if anybody can work on a nice design that would be greatly appreciated)

========================================================================
====

Re: INTRODUCING... The GuardYourEyes Shabbos Weekly!
Posted by Lizhensk - 06 May 2014 15:14
_____________________________________

Hi everyone!!! Lizhensk here. First of all, Thank you all for your mazel tovs, iy"h by all of you
b'karov.

To tell you the truth, after I took a break for a few weeks due to the birth, I wasnt going to
continue, I was a bit burnt out and I wondered how many people actually chap a chizuk from the
Tzetel. However, I soon learned that at least a few people do like it, (as do I) so I would really
like to get it going again every week.

However, I have a request for the oilam. Can you please chip in? My original idea was for
everyone on the forum to be involved in this, not the same 5 people. When that happens it gets
a bit dry. So when you're bored in middle of leining Bain gavra l'gavra, instead of looking for a

vort on this week's parsha, look ahead to next week!!! 

 It doesnt have to be written well. If you
want, you can just send an idea in and we (MBJ and I) will try to build it up---however, it will not
be guaranteed to get in.

Also, when you find a vort on shabbos for the next week, please try to send it in ASAP as
possible. Try for Sunday or at the most Monday. I have a crazy schedule this zman, so I will
need more time to edit it and put it together.

You can contribute to any of the following categories:

Tehillim (TehillimZugger is very busy these days)

Tanya (not only for chabadskers)
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Chizuk from Shabbos Davening or Zemiros (Just because his name is Zemirosshabbos,
doesn't mean he has to be the only one contributing to that column every week)

I'd like to add another column for the summer time on Pirkei Avos

A Quote (does not have to be from the forum)

And of course on the Parsha.

Thank you all again, and have a great day.

START LOOKING FOR A VORT NOW!!! 

========================================================================
====

Re: INTRODUCING... The GuardYourEyes Shabbos Weekly!
Posted by the.guard - 09 May 2014 15:38
_____________________________________

Thank you Lizensk.

Please help contribute to the newsletter. Send your submissions to oink.gye@gmail.com.

========================================================================
====

Re: INTRODUCING... The GuardYourEyes Shabbos Weekly!
Posted by Lizhensk - 09 May 2014 15:39
_____________________________________

It seems like I missed Guard and the Chizuk emails.

Anyway, here's our Grand Re-Opening!!!
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Parshas Behar!!!

Thank you to all who contributed.

I'm also making a personal request from everyone on the forum to please participate and
contribute. Please look ahead this shabbos and try to send it in as early as possible. Thank
you!!!

========================================================================
====

Re: INTRODUCING... The GuardYourEyes Shabbos Weekly!
Posted by Fightingaddictionnow - 09 May 2014 15:44
_____________________________________

Nice to see my name in print!

Thank you again to Lizensk for all your efforts. They are much appreciated!!

And Mazel Tov again 

 .

Good Shabbos.

========================================================================
====

Re: INTRODUCING... The GuardYourEyes Shabbos Weekly!
Posted by Lizhensk - 16 May 2014 10:05
_____________________________________

Sheesh, when is the oilam going to learn how to spell... theres an "H" in my name... LizHensk,
see? anyway, You've got a hot ride over there FAN...

========================================================================
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====

Re: INTRODUCING... The GuardYourEyes Shabbos Weekly!
Posted by Lizhensk - 16 May 2014 10:08
_____________________________________

So now I have to be all serious cause I'm posting instead of Guard...

the.guard wrote:

Thank you to Lizhensk and all those who contributed

Good Shabbos

========================================================================
====

Re: INTRODUCING... The GuardYourEyes Shabbos Weekly!
Posted by Fightingaddictionnow - 16 May 2014 14:36
_____________________________________

Ok - let's try that again 

 .

A HUGE thank you to Lizensk Leshensk LizHensk 

 .
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Good Shabbos.

(PS - When you say "Got a hot ride"... More like a decent picture. Wish the actual car was mine!

========================================================================
====

Re: INTRODUCING... The GuardYourEyes Shabbos Weekly!
Posted by TehillimZugger - 16 May 2014 19:01
_____________________________________

Thanks Lizzie for the hard work.

I believe the proper spelling is Lezasc

========================================================================
====

Re: INTRODUCING... The GuardYourEyes Shabbos Weekly!
Posted by mashiah - 19 Jun 2014 22:27
_____________________________________

Hi Everybody,

I'm French and i leave near Paris. I'm Human and anointed by G.od.

But for you, Here, Just a Human, looks Like you.

Have a nice day.

========================================================================
====

Re: INTRODUCING... The GuardYourEyes Shabbos Weekly!
Posted by dms1234 - 19 Jun 2014 22:36
_____________________________________
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WELCOME!

Why don't you start your own thread in introduce yourself and tell us more about yourself!

========================================================================
====

Re: INTRODUCING... The GuardYourEyes Shabbos Weekly!
Posted by TehillimZugger - 26 Aug 2014 22:28
_____________________________________

dms1234 wrote:

WELCOME!

Why don't you start your own thread in introduce yourself and tell us more about yourself!

G.od told me to post here.

========================================================================
====

Re: INTRODUCING... The GuardYourEyes Shabbos Weekly!
Posted by cordnoy - 26 Aug 2014 22:30
_____________________________________

Kinda hope that God's next anointment lasts a bit longer than this one.

========================================================================
====

Re: INTRODUCING... The GuardYourEyes Shabbos Weekly!
Posted by dms1234 - 26 Aug 2014 22:46
_____________________________________
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Even Mashiach has lust problems!

========================================================================
====

Re: INTRODUCING... The GuardYourEyes Shabbos Weekly!
Posted by Shakeitoff - 30 Dec 2014 04:57
_____________________________________

I just looked at Issue 1. I can't thank you enough.

The thing is, while I am learning (or at least reading) I can't be bothered by the ugly thoughts
that lead to pornography and masturbation.

Again...Thank you for helping me.

========================================================================
====

Re: INTRODUCING... The GuardYourEyes Shabbos Weekly!
Posted by gyeadmin - 20 Jan 2015 17:53
_____________________________________

Hi Everybody

========================================================================
====
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